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KRMU bidding AdieU to
it's gRAdUAting stUdents...

D

ear students, time has come for some, continuing to be confused at some
you to say ‘Good Bye’ to your Alma and so on...However the time has come for

Matter...
Now it is time for you to recollect the first
day you came to this University campus –
the anxiety, excitement and apprehension
with which you stepped in is still fresh in
your mind. Now after 4 or 3 or 2 years,
when you have to leave this campus as
a graduate, it may be hurting you a bit
at the thought that you are missing all
that hangouts, assignment mania, class
bunking pleasures, attendance and exam
result phobias, excitement of breaking
rules, questioning back, becoming campus
heroes and heroines, the amusement in
being part of the activities, petty fights and

you to step into the world to prove your
mettle. It is this proud moment we all have
been looking forward to and struggling to
achieve. We wanted to see our dear students
to enter to this world of competitions and
challenges as a confident and capable
person with determination. Though your
term is coming to an end here, we the
students and faculty members look up to
you as the role models and as the proud
citizen of this nation. Live a life useful
to the society. And for that be a skilful
professional, a knowledgeable academician
and a socially responsible individual. Our
prayers and best wishes are there with you!

misunderstandings which unnecessarily Remember thankfully the persons and
led to wide gap and estrangements, broken the causes that paved your path smooth
affairs, love pranks, faculty members and comfortable for you to be a successful
chasing students to the class.....list goes person. Though we miss your mischiefs,
endless.
Dear friends many more thoughts are there
in your minds. You may feel like laughing
at some, laughing out some but finding
difficult to forget some, feeling proud of

lame

excuses,

indifferences

towards

academics and all naughty behaviours,
with a heavy heart we wish you all the best
and thank you for making the academic
sessions lively through your silly fights and
misbehaviours and irresponsibilities.

This could be your Destination Success

About K.R. Mangalam University
K.R. Mangalam University located at Sohna road at Delhi NCR is the fastest
growing and most promising upcoming University in India. The green and
pollution free environment, world class infrastructure, advanced and comfortable
learning environment, health and fitness activities, charming hangouts and
safe campus are some of the special features of KRMU. The well qualified and
experienced faculty members from prestigious institutions, eminent academic
leaders and the highly professional management give the best to the students
to groom them to academically excellent, professionally skilful and socially
responsible individuals.
The University gives perfect balance between curricular and extracurricular
activities providing highly creative and innovative platform for our students to
enrich their personality. Various activities like industry visit, internship, guest
lectures, workshops, social services, medical camps etc. are regular activities of
the campus. Celebrations, festivals, various campus programmes and important
days add flavour to the campus life. Students get a lot of opportunities for inter
and intra university competitions, and also to organize and participate in
national and international level conferences, seminars, workshops etc.
KRMU pays a lot of attention on Research & Development activities. Faculty
members as well as students take up projects, paper presentations and paper
publications. Our students clear many competitive exams. Placement cell ensures
the placement of our eligible students. KRMU is a complete world of education.
Starting from Pre K.G in K.R.Mangalam School, the student can pass to the
University and come out to the world as a successful professional and individual.
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eDITORIAL

Working on the Reflections-2017, the first KRMU Annual Magazine was indeed a privilege to the
Editorial team as it gave each member novel chances to interact and meet a number of people,
listen to their stories, make friends all while bonding over their memories and childhood days
and, meeting deadlines, collecting data, real editing task and achieving target of getting the KRMU
Reflections ready was indeed an unforgettable learning experience.
The Editorial team could successfully accomplish our wish of making KRMU Reflections as raw
platform for KRMUians to display their novel ideas, creativity, talents and artistic skills. Along with
the student contributions in the form of creative writings and arts, we have given space for the
display of the most cherishing highlights of our campus life and faculty views. So for our graduating
seniors this magazine will be a cherishing memento that arouses lot of nostalgic memories about
their alma matter.
We whole heartedly thank our Hon’ble Vice Chancellor Prof.(Dr.) R.K. Mittal, Dy. Finance Officer
Mrs. Manvi Arora and the Management Representatives Mr. Rahul Gupta and Mr. Siddarth Gupta
for the consistent support in accomplishing the idea of University Magazine into a reality.
We thankfully acknowledge the support and cooperation of all Deans, each and every faculty
member and students who contributed to this magazine in various forms.
This dream could be achieved because a team of students and faculty advisors stood together to
achieve a goal. Each and every member of the editorial team worked a lot and put in their best for
maintaining a good standard for this first Annual Magazine of the KRMU. We have compartmentalised
the articles under the titles EXPRESSIONS for prose; IMPRESSIONS for artistic work; WINGS OF
IMAGINATION for poetry session and VOX POPULI for opinion poll.
We are optimistic that our readers will enjoy reading KRMU Reflections and look forward to more
articles Reflections 2018.
Editorial Team

K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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Chancellor’s message
I am glad to learn that K.R.Mangalam University is bringing
out its first Annual Magazine Reflections 2017. Having an
annual Magazine is a prestigious achievement for an institution.
I congratulate all the staff, reporters and the editors who made it
possible through their hard work and cooperation. Annual Magazine
Prof. (Dr.) K.K. Aggarwal
Chancellor
K.R. Mangalam University

provides an amazing opportunity to the students to showcase their
talents and to explore their creative potential. Along with academic
and curricular inputs, co-curricular and extra-curricular activities
help shape the overall personality of the student. The magazine
gives a wonderful platform to display soft and fine creative skills
of the students, and also recognition for the deserving ones in their
curricular and extracurricular activities. The name of the Magazine
sounds to be very meaningful as it reflects the talents, attitude,
thoughts and perceptions of the KRMUians; and at the same time
it takes the KRMUians to a world of nostalgia about their Alma
Matter. The Editorial team has done a wonderful job by designing
and including very apt content for any reader to cherish something
positive about his/ her institution.
I extend my greetings and best wishes to the teachers and students of
the K.R.Mangalam University and wish their endeavours my very
best.
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Vice-Chancellor’s message
It is my pleasure and privilege to congratulate the editorial board on
this pleasant occasion of releasing the First issue of the University
Annual Magazine Reflections 2017.
It is impressive to note that a good number of students and faculty
have contributed forthe first issue of Reflections 2017. I wish that
this number grows in future. I am sure that publishing a University

Prof. (Dr.) R.K. Mittal
Vice -Chancellor

Magazine of this sort provides a powerful platform for expression,

K.R. Mangalam University

display of skills and creativity bythe students and faculty.
A lot of meticulous planning, dedicated challenging work, initiative,
innovative approach etc. are required to produce an attractive
Magazine that reflects the true prestige and reputation of the
University.
I am very pleased that the Editorial Board of the KRMU Annual
Magazine have made the Reflections 2017 an accomplishment and
I would like to congratulate the team for producing an excellent
document which will be a cherished possession for the students and
will go a long way in the annals of the K.R.Mangalam University and
will be an archival possession for future.

K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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Pro Vice-Chancellor’s message
First of all, congratulations to every one of you, the passing out
batch of 2017. You should be very, very proud of yourselves for
accomplishing this goal. Today is the culmination of what I’m sure has
been a challenging and hopefully also a very rewarding experience.
You’ll be feeling a great range of emotions, relief that you’ve made it,
pride in your abilities, a sense of reward in the recognition of your
qualification and perhaps also a sense of excitement, trepidation and
expectation as you think ahead to the next leg of your journey and
what adventures and opportunities that will bring.
Prof. (Dr.) Subhash C. Gupta
Ph D (Law) Ph D (Management)
Pro Vice Chancellor

I am reminded of an anonymous phrase, “The sea of knowledge
knows no boundaries.” This phrase reminds me that learning does not
begin or end with a university education. Education is not an act of
acquiring knowledge but learning a skill to lead life and forming one’s
personality. This is an ennobling process of growth.
Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire. Education
plays a great role in the life of everyone all through the life. It develops
personality of the people, provides physical and mental standard and
transforms people’s living status. It promotes the feeling of physical,
mental and social wellbeing by providing better life. It is a single and
vital way to the success as well as personal growth.
The first purpose of getting good education is being good citizen and
then being successful in personal and professional life. Knowledge with
humility, application with integrity, and quality without compromise
on values is the steering spirit at KRMU.
I can boldly say that at KRMU we have excelled in every initiative
that we undertook and we have stood together in facing the challenges
in realizing quality education. At KRMU, your professors were your
‘guide on your side’ and not ‘sage on the stage’. I feel happy when the
bright and talented students perform remarkably well. However what
makes me happier is when a weak student from a rural background
progresses steadily from poor performance to better performance,
moving towards excellence.
I am convinced that every student passing out of KRMU will leave
their undefiled mark of success in whichever sphere of life they choose
to work and I hope that their hunger to do well for the benefit of the
human race only increases with their success in life. Stay in touch with
the friends you have made here. Be caring and kind to other people,
especially those who are different from you. You may learn things
from those differences. Welcome to the KRMU alumni. With more
than 15,000 graduates spread around the globe, the K R Mangalam’s
alumni network is an excellent resource for advice, support, contacts
and opportunities.
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Registrar’s message
I have been privileged to associate with the University and tried to contribute a little to make the dreams
of its founders come true that K R Mangalam University to grow into an internationally sought after
education hub.
Our aim is to develop the core capabilities of our students with strong value system and deep concern with
society as a responsible citizen. We expect a strong support from all our students, their parents, teachers
and staff members to achieve the goal.
Dr. Mukesh Parashar
Ph.D., MBA, M.Sc., PGDAPR, DME
Registrar

Dean’s message
It is highly desirable for the students and faculty members to get involved in Social activities in the
educational institution. These activities sometimes become a part of their academics and sometimes
act as extra curricular activities. “A number of studies have revealed that students participating in
extracurricular activities did better academically than students who did not participate” (Marsh &
Kleitman, 2002, para. 7). Researchers have particularly studied the relationship between extracurricular
activities and academic performance in adolescents. One study found that “adolescents who participated
in extracurricular activities reported higher grades, more positive attitudes toward life, school, and higher
academic aspirations” (Darling, Caldwell, & Smith, 2005, para. 1).
In general, also at the world level, educational institutions have a greater responsibility to educate
the students both theoretically and practically, inculcating values so that the students develop into a”
wholesome person”. So that there is a complete/holistic development of the students. For an overall college
experience, the students under the guidance of faculty members should form societies, clubs etc. and
get involved in the extracurricular activities for social cause and enjoyment purposes. This will lead to
improvement in overall ambience, their personality, social structure and their technical capabilities.
Prof.(Dr.) Brijesh Kumar
Dean, Academics
Dean, School of Engineering & Technology

“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.” – Ralph
Waldo Emerson
Dear students, you are the representatives of the New Generation with amazing skills, talents and
knowledge. Believe in yourself and live your life with a sense of responsibility and positive attitude. Make
the best use of all the resources and exposure available for you and come out with flying colours to take up
the challenges of the world. Keep fit, think rightly and act appropriately. All the Best!
Prof.(Dr.) Omana Antony,
Dean, Schools of Humanities, Fashion Design,
Education and Journalism and Mass Communication
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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Dean’s message
University provides a platform to you to grow your knowledge and to face the challenges in future. It
also gives an opportunity to learn social and ethical values. You must make the best of the opportunities
provided to you by involving yourself in extra-curricular activities, sports and other competitive activities
apart from the class room studies. You must learn all that is given to you and what you gather from the
environment, so as to present your best before this world.
Prof. (Dr.) Rajeshwar S Tyagi
Dean, School of Basic and Applied Sciences

A professional school offering architecture studies should be organic and constantly evolve with the
changing design scenario. The School of Architecture and Planning (SOAP) believes in imparting
architectural education with the vision to prepare architects who shall accept future challenges globally in
shaping the built environment.It is expected from our budding professionals to be able to conceptualize and
plan intelligently with an artistic flavour; have creative power, self confidence and innovative ideas to serve
the society and shall assume leadership position in building industry.
Ar. Indrani Ghoshal Basu
Dean, School of Architecture and Planning

Dear Students,
As you hold the first issue of KRMU Reflections in your hands, I want each one of you to know that it has
been entirely due to your efforts in this rather short span of time, that we have been able to bring about
the metamorphosis in shaping up this great institution. This magazine is yet another “feather in your cap”
, for it exemplifies the progress made and exhibits your literary skills. I am sure you shall be the catalyst
for change that we want to see in our society today. Congratulations! May KRMU Reflections reach great
heights in the days to come. Happy Reading!
Prof. (Dr.)Vijay Anand Dubey
Dean, School of Management and Commerce

To eat is a necessity, but to eat intelligently is an art. 'Say No' to Junk food to stay fit. Eat healthy food
consisting of rainbow of fruits and vegetables and keep yourself fit by doing exercise for at least 30 minutes
daily
Prof. (Dr.) Arun Garg
Dean, School of Medical and Allied
10
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Life is not a bed of roses
-Mahima Sharma B.A.LL.B (H), 1st sem
I would like to dedicate this article to my family,
friends, teachers and all those
who helped
me somewhere & sometimes to heal my life.
My life is a curse not a blessing.....
Wish I could have a better life....
I hate my life....
Surely,
you
might
have
used
these
words or heard them in our daily life.
Life ! Life is beautiful & yet life is not a bed of
roses. Though it is full of ups & downs, it has many
facets; blessings & success. Happiness-Sorrow,
Victory-Defeat are the sides of the same coin.
There is no one present on earth who hasn’t
experienced or who will not experience ups
&downs in their lives. And it’s truly said &
believed that a person who has not encountered
difficulties in life can never achieve success.
Life gives us too many gifts which we should not only
appreciate but should also enjoy & be thankful for
them. It gifted us such a wonderful gift
like Nature ,which not only soothes our
eyes but also fills our heart & body with
freshness & goodness. Also it teaches us
how to care for others without thinking
of any favour in return. It shares the true
meaning of love & motherhood. Family &
friends are also the gifts of life with whom
we share our griefs &delights. They are
the ones who support us whenever we are
in need of money, motivation, care etc.
Teachers are also a major gift of life,who
play important roles in everyone’s life.
They help us by showing a clear path
towards our goals which further leads
to become successful. We are too much
puzzled & busy with our ownselves that
we are unable to appreciate the most
creative & unique gift of God i.e.‘People’.
Yes, people are also a gift. You are too
much puzzled & confused that you don’t think out of
the box. Just because things are not going the way you
14
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planned or just because it seems difficult to achieve
those goals which have already been set by you once
upon a time or just because you are unable to get love,
care&motivation from others. Don’t judge your life on
these silly reasons. Just take a deep breath & think.
Didn’t you know about the consequences,if yourplan
fails? Hadn’t youthought of a back up plan? Did
you give your 100% dedication to your goals? Have
you ever loved or cared for yourself the way you
expect from others? It’s obvious your answer would
be -NO!.So somewhere the failure is on your part
& you blamed your life not being worthy or good.
Firstly, don’t try to run away fromyour problems or
challenges instead stand confidently &face them.
Try a new way to analyse & solve your problems.
And if you aren’t able to achieve your goals then
either stick to it & work hard till you give your
100% dedication or just switch over fromyour
goals & achieve the new setgoals. And start loving
yourself, trusting yourself, appreciating yourself

& believing yourself. You just have to change your
mindset towards your problems & challenges.
So Get, Set & Go! Carpe diem!

Social Networking
A New Phase of Life
-Neha Sood BJMC 5th sem
Social Networking: A New Phase of Life business by creating pages, advertising on these sites so that
Time flies as we all know and things change with time. If a large number of audiencesshould be connected to them.
we imagine there was a time when there were no phones, Social groups and communities are there where they
the internet or any other medium through which people share information, awareness on different topics, etc.
can connect with each other or entertain themselves. But Social sites created a good platform for the peowith the change in time different technologies came up and ple where they can connect with the outside world.
now we have smartphones, laptops, televisions, internet fa- But with the change in time today, social networking is not
cilities, Wi-Fi, etc.And the best thing that these changes only a medium to share photos and plan family gatherings;
in technology gave us is an internet. There was a drastic one can create history. Social networking sites are used as
change that took place in our lives with the introduction a medium by our politicians where they do campaigning
of the internet. Inand try to gather the
ternet in India
attention of the people.
was launched by
Now as we know soVidesh Sanchar
cial networking is very
Nigam
Limited
beneficial but every
(VSNL) on 15th
story has two sides, so
August
1995.
it does have many disThe Internet latadvantages such as:
er became an es• Is an addiction: today
sential part of the
people are always busy
people as it not
in using internet and are
only became a
not able to differentiate
medium of enterbetween real and the
tainment but also
virtual lifes,and this
made the work of
is specially seen in
the people easy
our youth rather than
and provide them
studying and going for
knowledge on any
outdoor activities they
are on these sites which
topic easily. Later, people became
PC: Atul handuja, BJMC IV Sem not affect their minds
but also affect their
more
addicted
health.
to internet when
“SOCIAL NETWORKS”
came
up.
First
what
we
need • Cause laziness: People are becoming lazier they want
everything in an easy and fast manner. They don’t want
to know is “What are Social networks?”
to work at all and always.
The Social network is an internet based social media
• Lack of patience: People becoming more aggressive and
through which we can connect to people all over the
lack patience. Usually youth is more affected and besome
world(sounds interesting). It created a platform where we
more aggressive.
were able to connect to our friends, family, colleagues, etc. • There is an increase in the cyber-crime. To take revenge
Social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitand due to many other factors, these crimes take place.
ter, Google+, etc. created a platform for the peo- • There are no face-to-face interactions. All are always onto
ple not only to connect with people but also to share
phones or on laptops.
photos, their ideas, activities of other people etc.
Social networking is very useful if one uses it smartly and
eﬃciently. It makes our life easier, but one should not be
Today, these social networking sites are used by 90% of the
addicted to it. It is a platform to connect to the people not
people and every person is connected to it somehow. Busito forget people who are near to us.
ness people are also using it as a medium to spread their
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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DATE WITH
CELEBRITY

A

One day while surfing through the internet, I came
across a contest which stated that my favourite
hero is coming to India and one lucky person has
a chance to meet him. I generally don’t believe in
such contest. But since it was him, I decided to
play the contest and guess what, I won the contest.
So basically I had 2 weeks time to lose some weight and
decide upon a decent dress. After rejecting 36 dresses I
finally settled for a black dress. So finally the day arrived
and I had to meet him around 2:00 PM. I was under the
impression that, he would make me wait for hours. But
he turned out to be completely opposite. At 2:30 P.M I
received a call from his P.A that he was already there.
It was during the 40 seconds lift journey I realised
that my legs were shivering and I was extremely
nervous. His P.A brought me back to senses
and he led me to a room. He pointed towards
a person, hardly 100 metres away and left.
It was him, my favourite super hero sitting in a black
tuxedo. He looked so breathtaking, that I skipped a
heart beat or two. My heart started beating so fast that
I think it was loud enough to be audible to everyone.
There was a lump in my throat and my body became
stiff. It seemed as if my body was paralysed and
hypnotised by his presence. It was at that moment
he looked up upon me, when his hazel brown
eyes met mine I realised that he looks better in
reality. While all this was going on in my mind,
he got up from his chair and offered his hand for
a handshake. My palm touched his for about 10
seconds and it gave my shivers down my spine and
then like a real gentleman he offered me the seat.
After ordering the food, he asked me about my likes
and dislikes. I decided to throw away my shyness as
I had only 2 hours with him. Like a typical fan girl
I had a scrap book with his pictures in it, which
I had been collecting from the last 3 years. He
seemed to be impressed by my collection. I was
taken aback when he said that he wants to take the
scrap book along with him and show it to his family.
He told me about his achievements, about funny
incidences and how much he likes spending time with
16
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his family. He came across as a very humble, loving
and a caring person. He definitely was a charmer
.He kept on speaking. It seemed as if those two
hours passed in the blink of an eye. I really wanted
the time to stop and this date to continue forever.
It was finally time for him to go. The fact that he
was going made me depressed, which somehow
he guessed easily. He got up and gave me a quick
hug and a little peck on my cheek, paralysing
me once again. I was startled by this gesture. He
gave me loads of gifts which were signed by him.
He sat in the car and said it was really nice
meeting me and he would love to visit India
once again. Then his car started moving but
I stood there until it became out of my sight.
It was the end of the best day of my life as he
gave me memories to be cherished throughout
my life. So this was it, a date with my favourite
celebrity, well actually not.
A date with my
favourite human being, Mr Robert Downey Junior.
- Vandita B.Ed, Ist Year

A Rare Learning Experience through
the Art and Culture of the Rural World
The central aim of visiting the Surajkund Fair
2017 was to see and know about the small
cottage industries; how they work and sell their
products. Through this educational visit, we got
an experience of conducting a survey. The night
before visiting the fair we prepared some questions
that were meant for the small cottage industrialists.
We got a chance to meet several small scale
industrialists and also got an opportunity to meet
some state award artisans and craft-persons. It was
brought to our notice that the government doesn’t
provide any help or relaxation for them; their skills
were either self-taught or they inherited it from their
elders. Priya Sahu, a small cottage industrialist that
we had a chance to converse with, told us that today’s
generation is not interested in buying handlooms
or handmade products as they are not branded or
international. It is upsetting to her and she felt that
her art was not appreciated. She also told us that the
government does not take any significant step to
promote their work. They aren’t even provided with
raw material neither are the prices made reasonable.
More than 20 countries participated at the Surajkund
Fair 2017, inclusive of the 29 Indian states. Craftsmen
and artisans came from every part of the country
which turned it into a great opportunity to witness the
wide variety and richness of ‘Bharatiya’ art and culture.
Overall it was a great experience for all of us.
- Anukriti, Namita and Suryansh,
B.A. (Hons.) Eco., Ist Year
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WOMAN
A GENDER PARALYZED BY

LAW
PULKIT MOHAN SINGLA LLB(H), 5th Year
Website: www.pulkitmohansingla.com

India is the only democratic country in the world
which talks about the rights of every minority group,
and when we talk about minorities, women in India
stand above all. Women have acquired education,
knowledge, posts, recognition as well as fame in India
and the so-called male dominance has even started
to adjust with the feminine factor but the society still
stands reluctant to accept the fact that men and women
can be equal competitors in today’s world; and women
can even over shadow men by exemplary use of their
talents and creativity. Women are still suppressed,
victimized and exploited in every nook and corner of
the world in the name of dowry, sexual assault and above
all the injustice inflicted just because they are women.
It is not that there is no law to help women. Women
who work outside are often tested and judged on
various unethical grounds of morality. Besides giving
their best; they get a partial and biased treatment in
the working environment which is followed by a lesser
pay-scale than males employed at similar positions.
Women are constantly under pressure because their
self-respect and sexual identity is often challenged.
The females who fall victim to crimes face various
kinds of immoral character assassinations, and utter
negligence from the authorities. Worried parents
advocate girls to stay indoors and avoid stepping out
as much as she can, but women who stay indoors are
mostly subjected to domestic abuse which is a very
common form of crime against women in India.
The 2012 National Crime Records Bureau clearly
shows that women are safe neither outside nor inside.
The Indian society has landed itself to such a state that
the laws are being misused for the protection of culprits
and people are easily manipulated by media and
politicians into seeing a happy image of women in India.
People say that women have been empowered more
than men. They enjoy lucrative positions in society.
Women, today, are entrepreneurs, doctors, top-notch
lawyers, ministers and even queens of nations and yet
the gender demands more empowerment which is
unfair for the opposite gender because every woman
18
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empowered today, in a way pushes the identity of a
male towards minority.Women are indeed considered
empowered to a great extent by their increased
involvement at the work front, but the society needs
to understand what is being empowered with respect
to women? True empowerment will be when they
will be able to express their pains comfortably in
the society. Empowerment will be when a woman
victim will be able to file charges independently
without hesitation and fear of harassment or
denial of justice. The society looks empowered
but is still long way behind empowerment and has
paralyzed the prosperity of woman as a gender.
Whether confined to boundaries or set free, the
female identity is in danger today. Men, without
realising the importance of the ardhangini (the better
half) are violating her body of flesh and bones but
worshiping her at the same time in the body of stone
and ceramics. Such a fate of women in India, where
society is blind and laws are misused to such an extent,
endangers the identity of women wherever they go.

HOW I FEEL FOR OR AS A

WOMAN
All those who fight against inequality are put down
in the society. The concept of feminism is still not
accepted as it questions patriarchy and patriarchy is not
ready to pave way for equality. Equality is prevailing as
per the comforts of a man. A woman should progress
but should not give up her role of a mother and wife
is the newly accepted norm of the society. Women
are striving for financial independence but men are
after them when it comes to domestic independence.

to respect? Will we still allow men to assert the
dominance by showing physical strength? Why a
girl is forced to marry at the age of 24? Why it is not
her discretion to marry when she wants? Why she is
tortured every now and then for petty issues? Why she
is bound to household work? A man will not cook or
do laundry because he is a MAN. Is he not meant for it?

an invitation for rape”. Have we not taught our boys

AASThA PheRwAnI

ASK these questions to yourself keeping
your MOTHER and SISTER in mind. You
Why is inequality not thought provoking for will get to know how hard a woman’s life is
others? Should we step out only when we
have a first hand experience of this issue? Article 14 of the Constitution of India says about Right
to Equality. It says that every citizen of this country
We still live in a society which has high standards is equal and treated equally before law. There is no
for daughter-in-law which still includes skin colour, discrimination on the basis of Caste, Gender, Race etc.
cooking skills and her politeness. We are still the same
society which has specified jobs for women. Be a teacher We still have the man rule in our home, in
and never think of being a mechanical engineer. A girl is our lives, in every decision We still have
killed by her in-laws because of dowry. Your education restrictions. We still have time limits. But men
has no meaning if it can’t change your mentality. have every freedom and live on their own terms.
Every minute a girl is raped in India. WHY? A We are living in a free country but are we actually
nation where it is openly declared by MLAs and free? Well, this is a major issue that everyone
other political figures that “MEN WILL BE MEN” should think about and do their bit to change
and “ clothes should not be provocative or else it’s the society because if we won’t then no one will.
VII Sem BBA LL.B(H)
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Japanese
Road
Restarts One
Week
After vast
sinkhole
Appeared
Ayush Mendiratta, B. Tech (Civil), 6th semester

A

S e ction of road in the centre of Japanese
city fukuoka has reopened just few
days after the sinkhole. It is the typical
demonstration of the workmanship and efficiency
of Japanese. That sinkhole is filled and constructed
in just 2 days (48 hours) as per local media.
The road is restarted to traffic and for people
on Tuesday after the proper inspection of road,
it was declared safe and ready to use. To reopen
the busy road include repair of sewage pipes,
replacing traffic lights and utility poles. The
sinkhole is reopened on 8 november 2016.
The incident caused many problem like power
cuts, water supplies, gas and phone signal but
no such injury is caused to the peoples. Soichiro
Takashima, the mayor of Fukuoka, even claimed
that the street was now 30 times stronger than
before and said a panel of experts was being called
in to establish what went wrong in the first place.

According to them the 30m by 27m sinkhole,
which was 15m deep was caused by construction
work on an extension to underground line.
The fukuoka workers, who filled the hole with
6,200Cu m of sand and cement. The team workers
took just 2 days to repair gaping cracks up to 150m
long stretch of road north of Tokyo, boosting
attempts by emergency and aid workers trying
to reach hundreds of thousands of survivors. The
busy street where the hole emerged was reopened
for traffic at 5 am on Tuesday morning, with a fresh
set of power and gas lines installed beneath it.
A lesson for the people and the authorities
who give number of excuses and ignore their
responsibilities towards mankind. Think twice
and be aware of the marvelous potential we have
within us. Utilise the God given talents and skills
and knowledge for the welfare of the society.

The KRMU QUIZ
1. Department with most no. of
Teachers:
2. The Year KRMU was founded in:
3. Annual FEST of the YEAR 2k17
4. Singer which performed in the
fest
UDAAN- the Theatre Society of KRMU performing
at Lovely Professional University, Punjab
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5. Our Vice Chancellor is an
alumni of:

Trip to Bermuda
Facts
“It was not going to be easy I knew that! But Who
cares?” After all it was my silly but the biggest dream
to go to the most mysterious place on the earth - “The
Devil’s Triangle” also known as “Barmuda Triangle”. I
was getting ready. I got up early. The night was mostly
sleepless; though I took a nap for two hours. While
getting ready, there were several questions running in
my mind. “How is it going to be ? Will I be able to come
back alive or I will die like others?” These sort of questions disturbed me...hhmmnn! I was so damn curious
to know my answers. in between suddenly some one
called me from downstaires. It was Joey and Monica
.These two are my best friends. You can also call them
my partners in crime...not exactly ‘crime’, but my most
adventurous activities! We reached Miami airport at
the correct time. After struggling for two hours we finally got into our aircraft, took our respective seats
and took a deep breath of relief. After a few minutes
our flight took off. Everything was normal but suddenly our aircraft started doing unwanted stuff .It was
shaking like hell. Each and every one started crying
and shouting. I was terrified too. Joey, Monica and I
held our hands tightly, three of us looked at each other
with a shudder of eeriness and fear. Are we supposed
to shed tears like the timid kittens? No! We are the
boldest ones! We all could feel a wave of cold numbness flashing through our body. Then suddenly someone from the air staff made an announcement..”Please
tie your seatbelts tightly, Relax, sit and calm down
please..We are 500 mts. Away from the mysterious
Triangle!” . We did what they said .I could feel my
courage ebbing out. I could see the same wave of fear
in the eyes of my friends. We are near the Bermuda
Triangle! I closed my eyes. Just one second! There
was a big jerking. I felt as though I am in the Roller coast. I couldn’t understand what happened in the
next few seconds. When I opened my eyes I was lying
down on the ground. Joey was still holding my hand
but Monica was on the ground as though somebody
had thrown her out as a bundle. We both crawled up
towards her. We tried to wake her up, but she was in
eternal sleep. Joey and I stared at each other, stood up,
and looked around. We saw a terrifying scenario. Our

plane was crashed! Only Joey and I were alive. Each
and Every one was dead .But how this happened??
Ohhhhh! Nooooo we went through “Time Vortex”
which takes planes and ships to travel into the past or
the future and now I came to know that we are inside
the “Bermuda Triangle”. And suddenly Joey screamed
loudly when I turned back he was not there. JOEY!
JOEY! JOEY! ... I shouted and shouted and shouted. I
heard some noise. When I opened my eyes I saw two
big eyes staring at me mysteriously. I rubbed my eyes
and I screamed.. loudly.... Ahhhhhhhhhh!!! The voice
took my name and screamed... RAECHEL ....Ohhh!
It was none other than my mom....It was a dream????
TANVI SHARMA
BA(Hons.) English, 1st Year)
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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WHAT WE HAVE
MADE THE EARTH
“We are living on this planet as if we had another one
to go to” ~ Terri Sweringen. How easy and unfair
is to comment on the plight of the earth and make
absurd predictions about its end, while we know
we ourselves are responsible for this state of planet
Earth?! Earth is the most wonderful gift humankind
has ever got, but still we failed to sustain it .Humanity
received this planet with best of its condition and with
rich treasures full of wonderful things, incredible
creatures and essential resources. There were clear
and stunning Oceans shining bright as sapphire,
sensational waterfalls and rivers. Earth used to give
us the best experiences from the very first day of our
existence on it. But what is it now? What’s the current
status of this wonderful gift called ‘Earth’? And with
that a Question arises. What have we made the earth
into ?The answer for this is very bitter and depressing.
Humans are treating earth as a tissue paper or even
worse and as mean as possible. Earth used to have
basically two fundamental colours: blue and green. But
these colours are now vanished and are getting replaced
by some ugly and devastating colours. Planet Earth is
getting exploited and extremely polluted by the most ‘’so
called’’ intelligent species ‘Homosapience’ present on it.
Earth has become the victim of human sins & crimes.
If this continues, then the consequences will be life
taking. 5.5 million people and more than 8 million
sea bodies die due to pollution every year. Glaciers
are on the verge of their end. The colour of Oceans
is turning red and glaciers are no more the same.
They are melting and disappearing. 8 metric ton of
plastic trash enters the sea every year, the statistics are
horrifying themselves. The amount of plastic present
on the land and inside the dying whales and sea bodies
or ocean is almost equal. Somewhere in our minds we
have considered the Oceans as the biggest trash bin
available to us. So, why not add an initial with ocean
that is “plastic” and call them “plastic Oceans”? The
Oceans are major organ of functioning Earth.
If
Oceans are dying then earth is dying and along with
the degradation of the earth, we are digging our own
grave. It is high time we should react...react to save
earth, and to save ourselves!
To save
this Ultimate planet from these devastating and life
costing conditions all you need to do is get out from
22
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your comfort zone and stop killing and exploiting the
nature and it’s living. If Humans know the art of cutting
trees so well then they also need to learn the art of
plantation as well. Actually we all know what to do in
order to save the planet Earth just as we all know how
to preserve ourselves from all dangers. So take a stand
for what you stand on because planet Earth is You!
DUSHYANT SINGH
B.Tech(CSE), 4th SEM

Bidding

ADIeU
can be powered by thought, which was inspired by
what I saw in the Hrithik Roshan starred Bollywood
film Krish.
The University indeed became a second home for me,
as throughout the entire time, it is where I spent my
most memories.
So at the end of the day, as I bid a tearful adieu to
the 4 most cherished years of life, I can clearly say
that I pushed myself to the hardest, strived to excel
– and today I graduate with a proud sense of selfachievement; and express my gratitude to the faculty
who made it happen – manifesting my scientific
endeavours to reality.
KRMU not only provided just a platform in terms of
academics, it provided us a journey through which
we experienced holistic growth while we discovered
our innate passions.

Niladri Bhattarcharya
B. Tech (ECE), 8th Sem

With all the usual ups, and downs , the procrastinated
assignments, the allnyters before exam or the usual
garrulous chit-chats with friends, I will indeed miss
my days outside the walls of this classroom.
I couldn’t ever thank the teachers more, who guided
us, the friends who motivated us and the mentorswho allowed us to stretch ourselves till we attain our
bests.
We have had countless opportunities to pursue our
passions, a chance to deviate from the mundane
coursework- and in my case , I happened to design a
the prototype of fully automated wheelchair which

PC: Atul handuja, BJMC IV Sem
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
- MORE THAN A UNIVERSITY -

T

here was a creation of a new establishment
not very long ago. The establishment was
none other than KR Mangalam University that was
started by the reputed group that is known as the
KR Mangalam Group of Institutions. However, it is
important to consider a fact that merely the presence
of an infrastructure or other aspects is not sufficient
to constitute a university. A university becomes
complete with the presence of individuals & a suitable
environment, we may say; but the actual completion
happens when the individuals being prepared to pave
the path of their life.

University lives up to this particular belief. KR
Mangalam University is that platform that is providing
an encouraging or motivating environment. The main
purpose for providing such an atmosphere is for the
self-discovery of the individual. If an individual wants
to progress on the path of life then they are required
to stand on their own feet & self-discovery is helping
us in this particular goal.

An admission into K.R. Mangalam University is not
just a start to books & education, but it is rather the
beginning of a journey along with various aspects that
are having significant relevance to the destination.
KR Mangalam University also started off like any Hence, those who are fortunate to be a part of this
other educational institution but with the passing establishment, their destiny is not just limited to
of time it became more than just a mere university. jobs or placements but to those opportunities whose
It became a platform that prepares the individuals to utilisation will lift the concerned to an overall new
handle the reins of their life. It can also be said that level.
this particular establishment is perfectionist because
Being a part of KR Mangalam University is itself a life
those who are part of it are trained to become perfect.
-changing opportunity
There is a belief that education is not just limited to
memorizing books but it is even extending to the
-Raahat Pabley
overall development of the individual. K.R. Mangalam
MBA, 1st Year
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Made by: Vedanshu Khanna, BJMC II Sem

Inner Voice
Thoughts are things; Moods are dynamic, and so are the
conditions.
When help comes in the form of pills, which is like a drill.
When yourinner voice is silenced by your own brute.
When pain is the only relief, when confusion troubles.
When everything seems a lie and darkness is what you seek.
When you want to cry all tears become dry.
With no strings; withno attachment.
When you are alone, all the darkness is an utter of blackness.
Low energy, upset mind , tense muscles, rapid heartbeat, loss of
desires and
Abilities are part of life
When dark nights become friend, when day light become rival
The more you start loving darkness, the more you become
disturbed folie
“He loves me “
“He loves me not “
The positive thoughts disappear from life, and negative thoughts
become the king of life
It’s like you have been thrown into Deep Ocean, when you don’t
know how to swim
Everyone seems to be unfair
Getting out of the room is a struggle, all you want to do is trouble
All you inhale is bullshit; all you exhale is good shit
Late at night till early morning, snapping still awake, no sleep all
I love is liquor
Let the thought of death and suicide not rule over your mind
Look deeply in your heart to avoid all inconsistencies of life
Hide your misery, so very well so negativity can’t rule over your
mind.
“Positivity” and “self-confidence” are the aspirations to rejuvenate
Let’s regain and recap and enjoy our God gifted
“LIFE”.

-Pratistha Mehra
BBA LL.B (H) V Sem.
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My Existence
Let them touch me,
I am no angel fallen from the sky.
Not even any star with lights of armageddon,
not even a body buried in my
desires.
Let them feel me,
with countless hearts beating
up their chest.
With a body without any rest,
with eyes piercing like an arrow
through the crest.
Let them hold me, for one last
time.
For the time has begun to end.
The moment that has come and
passed,
the moment for the seer to outlast.
Let them see me and let them
last,
for I’m a knowledge so vast.
I am a myth untold`,
I am a truth and I am a soul.
Let them cry for me,
whether it be for pain or envy.
Let them know who I am,
I am a calm desire of every man.
Aditya Acharya, MBA, 1st Year
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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cPps

¶,d vueksy jRu¸
thou gS ,d [ksy vuks[kk] iy esa lp vkSj iy esa /kks[kk
gj dksbZ Mwck bl tx esa] lc lq[k pkgrk fut thou esa--uUgs&eqUuksa dh fdydkjh] dkuksa dks yxrh vfr I;kjh]
Bqed&Bqed tc pyrs v¡xuk] eu esa Hkjrh vkSj [kqekjhA
dHkh [ksys&dwns yM+ tk,¡] dHkh lp cksysa dHkh >wB crk,¡A
dSlh yhyk budh I;kjh] gj ek¡ tkrh gS cfygkjhA
cM+k gqvk tc ek¡ lksps gS] esjk yyuk rks eksjk gS]
j[ksxk esjk /;ku ges'kk] ,slh eu esa ikys vk'kkA
vk;h tokuh gks'k x¡ok;k] tks'k&tks'k esa eSa brjk;kA
xoZ esa Mwch jgh tokuh] fdruksa dh vudgh dgkuhA
ns[k cq<+kik gks'k esa vk;k] dkgs thou O;FkZ x¡ok;k]
dk'k fd le>k gksrk] thou u gksrk fQj ;w¡] iNrk;kA
thou dh vueksy gSa ?kfM+;k¡] dqN vPNh dqN lPph yfM+;k¡]
j[kuk budks rqe lgstdj] thou u feyrk nksckjkA
cPps gSa nqfu;k dh jkSud] cPps gh ge lcdh pkgr]
cPpksa ls thou gS gekjk] buls HkVds tx ;s lkjkA
cPps tks gSa eu ds lPps] I;kjs&I;kjs vPNs cPps]
cPps ftudh Hkksyh lhjr] oks rks gSa Hkxoku dh ewjrA
thou gS ,d [ksy vuks[kk] iy esa lp vkSj iy esa /kks[kk
gj dksbZ Mwck bl tx esa] lc lq[k pkgrk fut thou esaA

iz'kkUr 'kekZ] ch-QkeZ] f}rh; lesLVj
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}Un
tc eSa ugha dj ikrh
dqN Hkh r;
dlelkrh gw¡--D;ksa u cuh eSa fpfM+;k
LoPNUn gks mM+rh vkdk'k
ukirh lc fn'kk,¡
fcuk fdlh fQØ ds
tx ds bl dksykgy ls nwj
[kqn dks rksy] Hkj ysrh ,d gh Nyk¡x
ik ysrh
bl uHk dh uhfyek dks
dlelkrh gw¡--D;ksa u cuh eSa e`x
fopjrh bl /kjk ij gfj;kyh esa

jgrh ewd] ij--ugha dj ikrh dqN Hkh r;
dlelkrh gw¡--etcwjh gS jguk gksxk
blh /kjk ij
catj psgjs] e'khu cus yksx
bUgha esa jguk gksxk
eu esa nck lc vjeku
dlelkuk gksxk
dlelkrh gw¡--yko.;k tks'kh
ch-,l-lh- fQftDl ¼v‚ulZ½

K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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ek¡

ftUnxh dh rirh /kwi esa
,d BaMk lk;k ik;k gS eSaus
tc [kksyh vk¡[k rks viuh
ek¡ dk eqLdqjkrk gqvk
psgjk ik;k gS eSaus
tc Hkh ek¡ dk uke fy;k
mldk cs'kqekj I;kj ik;k gS eSaus
tkxrh jgh oks jkr Hkj esjs fy,
tkus fdruh jkrsa
mls txk;k gS eSaus
tc dksbZ nnZ eglwl gqvk
tc dksbZ eqf'dy vk;h
viuh vk¡py esa
ek¡ dks ik;k gS eSaus
ftUnxh ds gj eksM+ ij
tc gqbZ xqejkg eSa] mldh fgnk;r ij
idM+ yh lh/kh jkg eSaus
ftldh nqvk ls gj eqlhcr
ykSV tk,¡ ,slk Qfj'rk ik;k gS eSaus
esjh gj fQØ dks tkuus okyh]
esjs tTckrksa dks igpkuus okyh
,slh gLrh ik;h gS eSaus]
esjh ftUnxh flQZ ek¡ gS]
blfy, ftUnxh dh 'kek tyk j[kh gS
eSausA

ftUnxh
dh
nkLrk¡
ftUnxh dh nkLrk¡
ftUnxh gj iy bEfrgku ysrh gS
dHkh [kq'kh Hkjs iy rks dHkh nq[kksa Hkjs
eqdke nsrh gSA
ftUnxh lokyksa Hkjs iSxke nsrh gS
ftUnxh ls gh lquks ftUnxh dh nkLrk¡A
ftUnxh us fn;k gS lcdks viuk jkLrk
ftUnxh vPNh gksrh gS ij dksbZ le>s
rks lPph gksrh gS
ftUnxh [kqf'k;ksa Hkjk >juk gSA
ftUnxh nq[kksa Hkjh gS vkSj blh dk uke
rks c<+uk gS
ftUnxh leUnj dh xgjkb;ksa ls Hkh
xgjh gS
ftUnxh gj iy] gj yEgk [kqf'k;ksa ls
Hkjh gS
[kqf'k;ksa Hkjs iy dks eksM+ yks] viuh
ftUnxh ls bls tksM+ yksA
ftUnxh g¡lkrh gS] :ykrh gS] ,d
loky cudj lrkrh gSA

djhgk rLdhu] ch-,- bafXy'k ¼v‚ulZ½
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A
FOOTBALL
Born in a factory,
Flushed with air
Coated with leather,
I am prepared
Then relaxing under the fan,
In a shelf I am sitting
With my friends,
Talking and gossiping
And then came a boy; to buy me
I will miss the wooden floor,
I will miss the cooling fan.
Don’t take me out I’m sensitive.
I can’t bear the ground and the sand
Nobody heard my voice,
Amidst the loud traffic noise
Help! Help! I did shout,
Nobody heard me.
And that too under harsh sun,
I beg you to spare me
Who listens to a football’s voice?
Everyone treats me like a toy
No matter how much they annoy
Eventually, it’s always their choice
On the field,
The studs saw me and were tempted
For them it was mere entertainment
The referee blew the whistle and the game began;
My heart raced against time…
Then what?
“Ah and Ouch” I screamed whilst crying
Every kick for me was horrifying.
My clothes were dirty and torn,
I was damaged and then thrown.
And the next day, I was harassed again
When on the pebbly ground I was dragged and kicked.
They kicked and kicked;
They played and played,
Till I was torn and left
With patches that stayed

-DAKSH MEHTA
B. Tech, 1st Year
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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Unsun g

Heroes

Mahatma Gandhi was the liberator of our nation.

Jawaharlal Nehru, the one applauded with ovation.
Names like these are everlasting, to be true,
Yet names; there are, not recognized, nor few.
Men who always show great act of bravery,
Those who stand up to fight against slavery.
Those who resist, undeterred, all great blows,
Ordinary men with extraordinary feats,
They are the unsung heroes.
Who cares about the farmer, cultivating for all,
Braving the heat and ignoring the gall,
Withstanding endless days of hunger and pain,
Giving his all, so the world may sustain.
What about the teacher who teaches all?
Thoughts so great, enough to enthrall.
Words of wisdom and knowledge does she impart,
And constant endeavor to mould young hearts.
The mother, her children are her crusade;
Gives her all, no matter if summer, winter or shade.
It is the father, who stays beside,
When the mother is sick or the children are teary eyed.
There are many in the world, deserving all our praise,
Contributing their share in wonderful ways.
People who resist, undeterred, all great blows,
These are, too, unsung heroes.
-ShAnTI, M.B.A, 1st Year
34
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Made by: Ayush and Sumohit, BJMC IV Sem
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Ayush Singhal, BJMC - IV Sem

Students'
Creation
“Rejoice in every stage of life is must,
to enjoy every new frame of life.”
Ayush Singhal, BJMC - IV Sem

Increase in popullation threat to
our country.
Sagnik, B.Com - II Sem

That was indeed funny!
Sagnik, B.Com - II Sem

Meditate like this for a
healthy body.
38
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Shubham Gupta, B.Com (Hons.) - II Sem

You are safe here.
Rupashi Chabbra, BJMC - II Sem

Nature's gift
Madhuri Gautam, BJMC - IV Sem

Have it and keep yourself
healthy…
Neha Sood, BJMC - IV Sem

A Reflection
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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They brought laurels home...

OUR PROUD WINNERS
Dharmender Sharma, B. Pharmacy
4th year participated in “face of
namaste india” modelling contest held
at the Raddison Blu hotel, Koshambi,
Ghaziabad(U.P) on 10th February, and
secured the position of 2nd Runner up
out of 4000 contestants from Delhi
region and has been selected as brand
model of Namaste India.

Harshita Chawla, BBA LLB(H) 6th
Semester, participated in All India
Essay Writing Event conducted by
United Nations Information Centre & Shri Ram Chandra Mission
(Non-Profit Spiritual Organisation)& won a Bronze Medal & a
Merit certificate .

Ojasvi Saharawat, Meher
Brave, Qariha Taskeen &
Tanvi Sharma of B.A. Eng.
(H), 1st Year presented
their first Research papers
at the International
Conference ELLCIATLS
2017 held at KRMU.

Ms. Annie Antil, BA (Hons.)English 2nd year student has produced
two short films “Frayed” on ragging
and “Quarter to 12”a psychological thriller. They can be watched
on https://youtu.be/mPcsmQKddHk&https://youtu.be/wGaKKDrQWnEx

1. KRMU Team Secured
II position in Table
Tennis at G. D. Goenka
University Sports Fest.
2. KRMU Team Secured
II position in Cricket at
G. D. Goenka University
Sports Fest.

KRMUTeam
secured
II position in
inter university
volleyball meet

They brought laurels home...

OUR PROUD WINNERS
Mr. Pranav Sachdeva, student B.B.A L.LB (H)
participated as a speaker in a Panel Discussion
on the topic “Noise and Health- How Sound ?”.
The event was organized by Health Environment
Foundation at India International Centre under
the guidance of the President of HEF Naresh
Gupta, the Vice-President of HEF A.K. Ambasht,
the Secretary of HEF T.K. Joshi
Mr. Shivam Goyal, Mr. Sambhav Jain and
Mr. Vishal Kumar from Civil Engineering
Department, KRMU qualified GATE-2017.
This is a moment of great pride for the
University, management & faculties and we
congratulate them and wish them luck for their
bright future.

Ms. Ojasvi Sahrawat, BA (H) English,
I year presented a research paper at
Research Conference held at OP Jindal
University, Sonipat on 7th-8th April,
2017. Her paper was on “Hurdles
and Discomfort in English language
Acquisition- A student perspective”.

Dr.Aditya Arya (IPS) in chat with
Dr.Ruchika Yadav
Dr. Aditya Arya, an IPS (AGMUT cadre) oﬃcer of 1981 batch, joined as
Director General of Police (DGP) Goa. Dr.AdityaArya, designated as Director General, Home Guards, Delhi Police, New Delhi, has to his credit the
solving of the sensational Naina Sahni murder case, known as the ‘tandoor
murder case’. As joint commissioner (operation), he was instrumental in the
modernization and up-gradation of central police control room and installation of GIS/ GPS-based automatic vehicle tracking system.

Q1. What is the most proud moment of your life?
(Dr.AdityaArya) There were 2 such most proud moments:
a. In the Material world , when my name appeared in the list of successful candidates in 1981 in
my first attempt at the UPSC Civil Services Examination.
b. In the Spiritual world, when I met my spiritual guide (My Master )on 5th July 1999.
Q2. Why did you choose this profession?
Dr.AdityaArya: As a scientist in ICAR institute at Ranchi, Indian Lac Research Institute, now
Indian Institute of Natural Resins and Gums, I was allocated to Extension Division ie. Publicity
(PR) instead of Research. I decided to do PR work of Govt. of India rather than that of a laboratory.I appeared at UPSC Civil Services Examination and qualified to IPS in my first attempt itself.
Q3. How do you spend your free time?
AdityaArya:To provide training to our brothers and sisters at large in Stress Management and
spreading the message of brotherhood by conducting sessions of Heartfulness meditation.
Q4. What is your strongest personal quality?
AdityaArya: . Selfless commitment to serve the Humanity.
Q5. What do you like to give as a ‘piece of advice’ to the present students of higher education?
Dr.AdityaArya: Set your highest Goal and strive to achieve it with full commitment and rest not
till the Goal is achieved.
Q6. Since you have been practicing meditation for a long time; how did it help you in your career
& life in general?
Dr. Aditya Arya: The meditation helps us lead a balanced life, both materially and spirituality.
We lose insecurity, anger, prejudice and ill temper. We take life as it comes. Spirituality teaches
us to accept things as they come i.e. acceptance. It helped me in balancing the professional and
personal life.

Dr. Ruchika Yadav
Asst.Professor
School of Management & Commerce.
(SOMC)
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FACULTY - ABOUT The new GeneRATIOn
Today’s generation is the generation which will change the World. Rapidly growing
population and broader outreach, have made the pupils’ competition more difficult,
yet at the same time they have become stronger since they brave out thousands others
everyday to chase their dreams. At a glance, the older generations feel the younger
ones are more privileged - though that has been the case with every new dynasty.
Additional factors, including societal pressure to outperform while adhering to
cultural values has made today’s students more holisticly rounded.
In general, it may seem as if the current kids could not have had it better, but the
truth is far removed from the view that the elders have.
Dr. Vidhur Malik, Associate Professor, SBAS
I feel this generation has a lot of exposure and vast knowledge at their disposal, but
they fail to preserve cultural values and traditions, also lack sensitivity regarding
many issues.
Mrs. Akanksha, Asst. Prof., SOAP

These kids are new, they are cool, they have got the swag- but other than this new terminology, what I feel is that they need guidance, they need direction and need to be
lead. Though young adults, they still need to be hand-held, like a mother protectively
and possessively holds her small child. The World out here is abysmal, and only the
correct counselling can lead them to their destination.
Ms. Minakshi Katoch, Asstt. Prof., SOET
Well! Today’s millennials, GenX, GenY..are born in the best of times, giving them
advancements in tech. Although, their key challenge is WISDOM and problem solving
capabilities in The VUCA(Volatile, Uncertain , Complex and Ambiguous) World, I
am sure they can surpass their own expectation to achieve anything.
Prof. Gurbir Singh Khera, Asst. Prof., SOMC

According to Swami Vivekananda “Life is a series of fights and disillusionments…The
secret of life is not enjoyment, but education through experience”.
Education is not just to pass examinations, take a degree and a job but also to achieve
integral education in which all dimensions of the growing child-physical, mental and
spiritual –are addressed. The free and natural growth is the fundamental condition.
The function of education is not to imitate anybody but to be yourself. All knowledge
is constantly gathered, experimented and applied to the welfare of humankind. As
education needs exploration.This mechanism of transferring knowledge and skills to the next generation
is our system of education or education itself. With the development of technology and changing social
demands our mechanism i.e. education need to be contemplated and perpetually evolved to meet the
new challenges.
Stay honest, do hard work, devote dedication –All the Best!
Ms. Sulakshana Mukherjee, Asst. Prof., SOLW
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MY CAMPUS ... MY KRMU... MY ChOICe
You walk past a flashy car and you boast of its speed. But, in deed, it is the art of a
mechanical engineer to design an engine suited to your standards and riches. It is the
art of a mechanical (and aeronautical) engineer that builds so powerful aeroplanes.
It is the mind of a mechanical engineer that goes into your air conditioner and
fridge. Indeed I love to play with machines that is the reason I opted for mechanical
engineering.
Harmanpreet Singh Gill, B.Tech (M.E)
Pursuing Electronics and Electrical; gave me the opportunity to study chip design,
circuit theory and then later design my own working systems using my theoretical
knowledge. To derive the most complex of physical phenomenons in the simplest
of equations is true beauty of this subject, and then understand how a chip is the
mightiest of all electronics,powering everything around us gives one such a thrill of
knowledge. I plan to give back my gift of knowledge to Mother Earth, by designing
something in renewalble energy systems.
Shreyans Verma, B.Tech (EEE)
I chose Fashion as my career line in order to fullfill my dream of being a successful
independent woman- one whose aura commands respect. Designing my own
creations is my first love, as it satisfies my inner creative skills. I think out of box to
create extra-ordinary designs.
Avani Malhotra, B.A Fashion Design
I have been inspired by my uncle who is a lawyer. It has been a great experience seeing
him work with such enthusiasm. I have been student of law for last 2 years and It has
developed my sense of righteousness and greatly advanced my reasoning skills.
It will also help me in advancing my political career, so it's a bonus.
Ambreen Irshad, B.A LLB (Hons)
In order to fulfill my desire of pursuing research in life sciences, I am studying pharmacy
at an undergraduate level. I hope one day, my effort is remunerated when I come up
with a drug, which expoloits the benefits of traditional indian medicine- ayurveda
to to market a superdrug which reaches every corner of the globe, thus defying the
stereotypes that pharmacists have limited options in the country.
Jaspreet Kaur, B.Pharma
Art without engineering is dreaming, and engineerings create the world that has
never been. This is the main reason for me choosing Civil Engineering, for I feel the
best creator next to God is a civil engineer. Besides, I quench my thirst for adventure
through my subjects, trying to visualise each equation in reality on a building.
Rahul Soni, B. Tech (Civil)
Learning to Code, I learnt how to think. It immensly increased my analytical and problem solving skillsas every complex situation in my life, could now be broken down into simpler logic units. Getting Late
in the morning? -Which task took the most time? Where could I cut the corners? Code -merely humble
and beautifully logical is the language in which we can script the future of ours’ and the next generation.
Meenu, B. Tech (CSE)
K.R. MANGALAM UNIVERSITY
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BeInG A GIRL...
In the medieval days, the society did not stress that much on a girl’s education as they
do today. However , young ladies have realised that this degree is thier only passport
by which you can get a job anywhere in the world. It would be foolish of her to leave
eductaion to get married early or give up everything to be a stay-at-home mom/
housewife. I can do whatever I want after completing this beloved course. A girl’s
education can bring about a silent resolution in the society.You educate a man, you
educate a man; but you educate a woman, you educate an entire generation.
Qariha Taskeen, BA(H) English, Sem II

Girls are the symbol of purity and humility who change the whole world with
their kindness. They are as indispensable as water to the society, essential elements
which restore harmony and peace to it. We should revere the divine feminine presence in our lives who always save their mighty world from the evil (my mom).
Sachin Verma, B.Tech (Mechanical) , Sem VIII

Girls are definitely the boon of god. Young girls are worshipped across the nation
during Navratre, for in Hindu culture, Godess Durga, symbolises strength and power. A woman uses her intelligence to support her intuition, and remember: No one
can make us feel inferior without our consent. Girls are the only souls which make
every institution brighter.
Ojasvi Saharawat, BA(H) English, Sem II
A Woman is one of the most pious and humble creation of God. In India ; a woman
epitomizes love, compassion and devotion. A woman’s life after marriage: is not merely
restricted; to her children, husband or household. Her dreams inspire others to follow
their passions. She has an energy which uplifts those who surround her, an aura which
binds the family together. I don’t understand why women are striving so hard to prove
themselves equal to men, for they were designed to do things men can’t.
Daksh Mehta, B. Tech(C.S.E.)II Sem.
Women are the largest untapped reservoir in the world. When women participate
in the economy everyone benefits. There are millions of educated housewives in
India, who have given up their jobs for the sake of their family. If they all come out,
contributing in terms of taxes, our country would be decades ahead of China or Japan,
or perhaps at par with the USA. Nations’ that invest in a woman, invest in their future,
invest in the country’s children. Varun Singh B.Tech (Mechanical ) VIII Sem
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A wORLD wIThOUT CORRUPTIOn—
Our Country has 2.38 cr cases pending, justice in our nation takes years.A corruption
free world would ensure, timely justice to those who deserve it.
Annu Sangwan, BJMC, II sem

The working of the country will be truthful, fair and transparent.
Rupashi Chhabra, BJMC, II sem

Economy will develop at a faster pace and the underdeveloped and developing
countries will grow due to expansion in globalisation.Government policies can run
smoothly without hindrance.
Digambar Singh, BJMC, II sem
The Education system can function smoothly and enrich the future generations to
come effectively.
Megha Attri, BJMC, II sem
Transparent functioning of countries resulting in fair practices. Corruption free world
will not result in corruption free mind.
We need to have a corruption free mind along with a corruption free world to actually
bring about change.
Ashwin Singh, BJMC, II sem
If the world is free from corruption, the prcatice of bribery and black money still existing
in the world can come to an end. The bribery in Education that denies a fair chance to
deserving students will change everyone will be able to study where they deserve. The
presence of corrupt people ruling the world will also diminish.
Anjali Sharma, B.Sc. Maths (H)

Corruption is basically a no bribe culture and when it vanishes,it will result in
“transparency”. A world without corruption will also improve business relations,increase
ethical behaviour,give way to litigious Shareholders and ultimately result in crucial
sustainability.
Royal Bhati, B. Tech, (CSE), lV sem
I think that the world would be more or less like Canada.The origin of black money
will be destroyed and the infrastructure would improve as well.The crime rate would
exponentially decrease, especially against women ,resulting in fair government practices.
Bharti Hasana BBA(LLB)(IV)
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POLLUTIOn In DeLhI….
Pollution has been such a major concern for the residents of Delhi and N.C.R, with all leading newspaper
reporting the issue again and again. The levels reached an emergency high during December 2016 , when
smog blanketed the city. World Health Organisation has declared Delhi to be the most polluted city in
the world, with an average daily particulate matter crossing 200ppm, triumphing (negatively), evenly
over Beijing, China and Karachi, Pakistan. Let’s not just ignore the issue, rather hold hands , coming
together for the sake of our future dynasties, who have every right to live, breathe, grow and play in
a healthy, clean and green atmosphere. Lets listen to how our upcoming professional respond to this
serious issue... “Contrary to popular belief, Pollution in Delhi is not due to vehicular emissions(7%), but
rather due to soil erosion, industrialisation and road dust. Perhaps, if every RWA starts to green their
nearby empty spaces and roads- half of Delhi’s pollution problems would be said ‘Chao’ to’’.
Abhilasha, B.Tech ECE , VI sem

Air Pollution has been a killer. It’s a murderer! Air Pollution took my grandfather away from me- whom I
watched gradually degrade due to a series of respiratory illnesses followed by the ending Heart ATTACK!
Issues generally don’t concern everybody, till they affect that individual - stealing away a loved one.
Ayush Singhal, BJMC, II Sem

My little sister-, is a budding environmentalist.She is obsessed with switching of lights, recycling old
cans- even coke bottles and cereal boxes. Watching her, has inspired me to not litter on streets and take
my rubbish home to trashcanned.
Sumit, B. Tech (CSE), IV sem

My Mother recycles vegetable peelings, by composting them. She crushes eggshells to use them as manure for plants. Used loose tea is strained with water and also used for plants. So, I guess... we do indeed
recycle a lot.
Seema, MSc (H) Maths.

Scandinavia, Inspires me! I am so obsessed with the country’s recycling facilities. The fact that they
import rubbish - from other nations to be used as fuel- is simply amazing. Pursuing B. Pharma, I hope
to come up with that sort of technology some day.
Punya, B. Pharm, IV sem
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The DATe wALL
Given a chance , to share a meal at a fine dining restaurant with any one celebrity from around the
globe...our students would like to go out with..
Donald Trump’s conflicting views on a xenophobia, feminism and a manufacturing based economy all
seem rather intriguing. A meeting with Mr. President, in Manhattan’s Trump Tower viewing the city’s
panorama from the 15th floor , all seem like a dream too good to be true.
Sana, BJMC , Sem II

I would like to go out with Bella Hadid, because I feel she would look beautiful by my side in a pearl white
silvery gown.
Mohit Sharma, B.Tech EEE , Sem VI

Kendall Jenner’s fitness and dance routine somehow inspire me to pursue gymming more seriously, so a
chance to share our favourite meal together, with I cooking my favourite dishes for her would give us a
real chance to bond.
Shakti, B. Tech ECE, Sem VI

King Khan is the king of romance, and everybody knows- all he needs to do is spread out his arms, to
entice any young girl to fall in them and caress.
Neha, B.Tech ECE, Sem VII

Scarlett Johansson's green eyes are like emeralds. I have loved her since the day she became the protagonist
in IronMan.
Anshul, B.Tech, (CSE), VI sem
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